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Mayor's Corner 
Dear Inkom Residents, 

We are already a month and one 
half into the New Year and as always it 
amazes me just how fast time seems to fly 
by. I hope that everyone had a wonderful 
Holiday Season in December and that the 
New Year has brought good things to 
everyone thus far. I would like to thank our 
Fire Dept. for lending Santa Claus a ride and 
Bisharat's and any others who were involved 
for a wonderful evening for the community's 
younger generation to enjoy. It was once 
again a wonderful community event. I've 
heard that a few of the children who visited 
Santa Claus that evening, received the gifts 
on Christmas Day that they had secretly 
asked for from Santa Claus, a good 
indication that the children are being nice 
rather than naughty. Parents, Great job! 

I thought it may be nice to give 
everyone a report on how our City is doing in 
various issues that we have already 
addressed or are scheduled to be 
addressed. The President of the United 
States usually will do this in January in what 
is called, "The State of the Union" address, 
so I guess this could be called "The State of 
the City" address. To begin with, let me 
clarify a couple of things that some of you 
may not be aware of. The City's fiscal year 
actually begins on October 1st and ends on 
the 30th of September of the next year. So, 
technically we are well into our fiscal year as 
compared to a calendar year. This would be 
of some importance especially if an 
individual were to look at the City's current 
financial statement. Most departments 
throughout the City have already used 
approximately fifty percent of their current 
year budget. 

Each year beginning in the month 
of May, budget reports are asked of each 
department. Over the period of the next 
three months, the City Council will review 
and either accept, deny, or modify the 
budgeted amounts. In August the City 
Council will hold a Public Hearing for the 
next year's budget and at that point it will 
have been finalized and submitted. Any  

changes to the budget can only be made 
through the process of Public Hearings and 
then amendments. Each month during City 
Council meeting, the Council will review the 
budget (Financial Statement) to identify any 
revenue gains, expenditures and to check for 
balances. This is an important process to 
make sure that our City stays within the 
budget that was set. Annually, and also 
because of regulation, our City is audited by 
an outside agency to determine that we are 
complying with the laws that govern public 
money. Fortunately, we are maintaining an 
annual balanced budget while paying our 
bills and most importantly complying with 
regulations. Nobody wants to go to jail. 

Our Planning and Zoning Board 
has been working to update the City's 
Comprehensive Plan which includes issues 
such as zoning throughout the City and 
working with the County on areas of impact. 
"Areas of Impact" are the areas just outside 
of the City limits that fall into the County but 
may have major effect on the City. Some 
examples of this could be possible planned 
subdivisions, trailer courts, or even areas for 
business or industrial growth. It is the 
Planning and Zoning Board member's 
responsibility to research the effects that 
could take place and then propose 
recommendations to the City Council, which 
would be addressed during Public Hearings. 
Our P& Z Board has been very busy over the 
past few months and we are grateful for their 
research, recommendations and 
contributions. 

Our new water system has been 
up and running since some time in October. 
Each resident has now received at least 
three billings under the new billing system. 
Hopefully, everyone is getting a grasp of how 
much water usage is necessary for their 
household at least during winter months. We 
realize that will most likely change in the 
warmer months due to sprinkling. Below is a 
paragraph from the "Mayor's Corner" of the 
October 2010' newsletter. 

"I know there is some concern and 
skepticism throughout the City concerning 
the new meters and water usage. That is to 
be expected when change occurs. t truly 
believe that once everyone adjusts to having  

water meters and adjust their water usages, 
they will find that they will have plenty of 
water and in most cases will have decreased 
their overall water consumption and costs. It 
will just take a little bit of time, a little 
understanding, and a whole lot of 
commitment to try to conserve water, but I 
believe we all can do our part to give it an 
honest try. Good luck to everyone as we try 
out not only this new water system, but also 
our new billing system. I hope in the end it 
pays off to be a good addition to the City and 
all of its residents." 

I still believe the above paragraph 
holds true today. One thing we already know 
for sure, that is everyone and I mean about 
ninety-eight percent (98%) have been 
committed to water conservation. Our 
records indicate very low amounts of monthly 
water usage, we are grateful to see that. In 
most cases I think everyone is enjoying the 
lower monthly rates, especially during the 
winter season. I also hope that people are 
taking advantage to either save now, while 
usage is lower or at the minimum paying 
more into their account for credit to help 
offset the higher usage during the summer 
months billing. I realize it may seem too 
early for some to make an honest 
assessment of the new water meters and 
billing system, but in the long run, I hope it 
will be something that everyone will feel 
comfortable with. 

In the future if residents have 
questions or concerns that they would like 
me to try and answer, please feel free to 
drop me a note and I will try to answer them 
in the next scheduled newsletter. You might 
be surprised to know that others are thinking 
the same way and may have the same 
question, and this could be a forum for 
others to hear and to learn. I will make by 
best effort to have the correct answer for 
you. Best of luck to everyone over the next 
couple of months. 
Mayor Joel Jolley 
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Blue Ribbon Award 
Several 	property 

owners have previously been 

rewarded for the hard work they have 

done at their homes. The City has 

given recognition to the following 

residents: 
No Blue Ribbon Awards were 

awarded from November 2010 to 

present due to weather conditions. It 
will resume as soon as ground thaws so 

signs will be able to be put in ground. 
Your vote counts, so be sure 

and nominate your favorite yard, home, 
decorations or eta; each month for the 

Blue Ribbon Award. Those wishing to 

nominate someone must do so in 

writing and submit their nomination 

before the 2'd  Tuesday of each month. 

Riley Larkin 
1465 Rapid Creek Road 

Next Property Investments 
220 Roscoe 

Max & Kirsten Littlefield 

374 Rapid Creek Road 
Gerald & Stormy Evans 

208 Haystack 
Burnt Creek Builders 

280 Holstein 

Kristal Squire 

667 Rapid Creek Road 

Adrienne Shymatta 

800 Terry Street 
Natalie & Dustin Pace 

770 Terry Street 
Amber Golson/Brandon Nelson 

220 Roscoe Street 

Please accept our apologies if we 
have overlooked anyone. 

i'Vv -ncom 

DOG LICENSING 
REQUIRED 

City Ordinance 95-190, 

Section 6.04.020 states 

The Owner shall obtain a 

license and certificate of 
ownership for every dog owned by him, 

which has reached age of three 

months Dogs licensed between 

January 1' and January 31" of 

each year is $5.00. 

Dogs licensed between 

February 1' and December 31' 
of each year is $10.00. 

All licenses shall be valid for a 

period of one year from January 1' 

thru December 31 5'. 

The license may be obtained from the 

City Hall. 

POLICE BEAT 
As I review reports 

of crime statistics from 

cities around the state 
and county, I am 

reminded how fortunate 

we are to live in this 

area. We have relatively little 

crime in this valley and we can 

enjoy great recreational areas 

that are in our back yard. Most of 
the people of this valley are 

thoughtful and considerate of 
others and always willing to help 

when a need arises. I enjoy 

working in an area where there is 

not a lot of crime and so many 

people are willing to assist others 

and be good neighbors. I have two 
sons that are currently soldiers in 

Iraq, as I talk to them I realize 
how lucky we are to enjoy the 
freedoms we have. Even with 
economic problems in our society, 
there is a lot to be thankful for 
especially when you look at what so 

many people don't have in other 
countries. 

It seems trivial but one of the 
biggest complaints we get in Inkom 

is dogs running at large. Please be 

reminded that dogs are not to run  

loose off your property. Most dog 

owners are very compliant with 

city ordinances. Dogs should be 
licensed each year, well cared for 

and not allowed to roam city 

streets. Dogs off property are 
subject to impound and the fine 

for a dog running at large could be 

up to $1,000.00. 

The Inkom Police Department 

number is 775-4423. If there is 
no answer, please leave a message 

and an Inkom Police Officer will 

get back to you within 24 hours. 

If you have an emergency you 

should call 911 and an Inkom Police 

Officer or a Bannock County 

Deputy will respond. Inkom Police 

Officers are dispatched by 

Bannock County Dipatchers. 
Cal Edwards 

Inkom Police Chief 

October 2010 thru 
January 2011 

TRAFFIC 

	

79 	Verbal Warnings 

	

9 	Motorist Assist 

	

1 	Courtesy Transport 

	

2 	Parking Citation 

	

4 	Accident 

	

3 	Non moving citation 

	

14 	No insurance citation 

CALLS FOR SERVICE 

	

1 	House Fire Investigation 

	

1 	Complaint 

	

2 	Phone Harassment 

	

2 	Suspicious phone call 

	

1 	Missing Child Report 

	

3 	Thefts 

	

3 	Juvenile problems 

	

4 	Extra Patrol 

	

1 	Verbal Disturbance 

	

2 	Physical Disturbance 

	

1 	Adult drug case 

	

2 	Welfare check 

	

1 	Warrant Arrest 

	

1 	Disturbing the Peace 

	

1 	Citation for possession of 

alcohol under 21 

	

1 	Citation for beyond parental 
control 

	

6 	Juvenile Drug Citations 

	

13 	VIN Inspections 



The City dump truck will be 
available May 2nd and 

3rd to help you 

dispose of your 

winter's accumulation of garbage. 

No regular household garbage, 

tires, or appliances with freon gas 

will be taken on the dump truck. 
Call City Hall, 775-3372, to make 

arrangements to have the dump 

truck brought to your residence so 
you can load items needing to be 

hauled. 
Call City Hall, 775-3372, to make 

arrangements to have the dump 

truck brought to your residence so 

you can load items needing to be 

hauled. 

1 	Medical Assist  

1 	Attempted Burglary 

1 	Attempted Robbery 

1 	Attempted Theft 

4 	Follow-ups 

2 	Field Interviews 

1 	Traffic Complaint 

13 	Agency Assist (BC50 & ISP) 

10 	Animal Calls 

1 	bog Bite 
1 	bog at Large Citation 

1 	Community activity - Shop 
With a Cop 
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We just received notice that Inkom, 
Idaho has been named a Tree City 
USA community by the Arbor bay 
Foundation to honor its commitment 
to community forestry. 

It is the eleventh year Inkom 
has received this national recognition. 

The Tree City USA program is 
sponsored by the Arbor Day Foundation 
in cooperation with the National 
Association of State Foresters and the 
USDA Forest Service. 

Inkom has met four standards 
to become a Tree City USA community: 
having a tree board or department, a tree 
care ordinance, a comprehensive 
community forestry program, and an 
Arbor Day observance and 
proclamation. 

CELEBRATION 

May 3, 2011 

Annual City clean-up and 
Arbor Day Celebration. 

5:00 p.m. Flag Raising 
5:15 p.m. Clean up 

projects begin 
5:30 p.m. Tree Planting 
7:00 p.m. Gerry Bates 

will be presenting the "Tree 
City USA" Award 
Skyline 	Park 	Pavilion 	- 

Dinner will be served after 

work is finished. 

Pr~A Trees 

FIRE DEPARTMENT 

NEWS 

We hope that everyone 

had an enjoyable winter 

season, and we would like 
to thank everyone who 

helped us welcome Santa 

to Inkom. 

We would also like to thank those 

individuals whom during the past 

winter helped to keep the fire 

hydrants located near their property 

clear of snow and ice. Once again, as 
the weather warms we will begin 
testing hydrants. This will help insure 
that all hydrants are in proper working 
order. Also, as a reminder all hydrants 
need to be kept clear of all 

obstructions' (signs, tree limbs, etc.) 
allowing quick and easy access to the 

hydrant, in case of an emergency. 

BURN PERMITS  
Before any burn can be 

conducted, a burn 

permit needs to be 

issued. Burn 

permits are available at City 

Hall at no charge. Permits 
are good for 14 days. 

A burn permit does not need 

to be obtained when using 

your barbecue pit or burn 

barrel. 

ono NEWS 
INKOM QRU 

ANNUAL REPORT 

2010 

We have had a variety of 

calls this past year. The total call 
volume for our QRU was 88 calls in 
2010. 114 people were treated 

and cared for by our EMTs. 

Location of the call: 
City ....21....(24%) 
District ....17 ....(19%) 
County ....13....(26%) 
I-15 ....27....(33%) 
Nature of call: 

MVA 	  37 	 24% 

Medical 	  37 	 24% 
Cardiac Complaint 2 	 2% 
Other 	  19 	 22% 

Paul Lish volunteered on 31 

calls. He responds and receives 
no compensation. Richard Spencer 

NOTICE!! 
We are accepting 

applications for 

Volunteer Firefighters and 
EMT's. 

If interested stop by city 
Hall and pick up an 

application 



and Johnny Ketner. responded to 
over 60% of the calls. Deb 
Spencer and Debra Ray were close 

behind in the 40% and Luanna and 

Paul Lish responded to 35% and 

more. Rod Silcock came in at 14%. 

There is a great deal of time 

and commitment and dedication 
that keeps our QRU going. There 
is a need for EMTs who would 
share this same commitment. I am 
grateful for the 7 responders that 

keep our QRU running. We have a 

great team of qualified emergency 

responders. Thank you for your 

hard work and dedication. Thanks 

for getting up in the middle of the 

night, when its cord and nasty 
outside, to respond to a rollover 
and check out a family who are 

cold, frightened and stranded. We 
check them to make sure they are 
all right, but the concern doesn't 

end there. Where do they stay 

until help arrives: Who takes care 

of their dog if they need to be 

transported: We have housed 

stranded, shook-up travelers. It 

was nothing to us, but to him, it 
meant a safe and warm place to 
stay until his family could come 

and get him. 
Being an EMT has been a great 

experience. I recently 

contemplated what it would be like 

to turn the pager off for good. 

What would I think when the truck 
went rolling on a call and I wasn't 

on it? I realized that although life 

would go on, I would miss it. It has 
become part of my identity. At 
the end of the day, we all want to 
say that we did something kind to 
help another person in need. I am 

given that opportunity every time 

I crawl out of bed and into the 

truck. I hope my service has been 
of help, and I pray that someday 

someone else will want to share 
this commitment and come to love 
it as I have. 

COMMUNITY CPR TRAINING 
EVENT  

The 

protocols for the 

new CPR have 

changed 

dramatically. 

While they are simple to teach, 

they are difficult to perform 
correctly. I believe that in order 

to have the best outcome in a 
stroke or cardiac event, those 

surrounding the patient must be 

aware and willing to: do what it 

takes" to sustain life and preserve 

a neurologically intact person. 

Therefore, I wish to provide a 

community CPR training event that 

would be held at he school. %The 

training would last for 2.5 hours. 

It would train you on adults, 
children and infants. Choking and 
hemlock procedure would also be 

covered. I would love a gym full of 

people, although I know 6that 

won't happen. The curriculum is so 

different from even 5 years ago, 
that it requires some explaining 

and lots of practicing. I hope to 

make you confident enough in your 
knowledge and skills that you 

wouldn't hesitate to step up when 
you are needed. Before I book the 

school, I need to know if there are 

enough people interested. If 

there are 15 people I will do the 

class. The cost would be $10.00 

unless you wish to certify with 
American Heart, then the cost is 
$35.00. Families, scouts, 
teachers, daycare providers, public 
service people all are invited. 
Please call me and let me know if 
you are interested. 775-3607. I 
am looking at March or April for 
this class. 

Luana Lish 

QRU Director 

"Volunteers do not necessarily 
have the time they have the heart" 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
WATCH 

Neighborhood Watch is a 

program to help ensure 

safety throughout the 

community. If you would be interested 

in serving our community and make it a 

safer place please give us a call and 

get involved with the Neighborhood 

Watch program. 

Meetings are held on the 3 rd  

Thursday of every other month at 

7:00 p.m. in the City Hall. Next 

meeting will be May 28th at 7:00 p.m. 

Due to the economic hard 

times please take an extra minute and 

lock your doors and remove all 

valuables from your car or around your 

homes. If you see anything suspicious 

please call the Inkom Police 

Department at 775-4423. 

It will be summer soon and 

time for vacations. There will be more 

children out playing that we all need to 

watch. We'll be watching our 
neighbor's homes for them also. 

Just remember we have 
Neighborhood Watch to help if you 

need us. 

For all the zone captains who 

aren't sure of your homes and numbers 

be sure to call me at 775-3534. 

We need to be prepared in 
case we are needed. Thanks again for 
all you do. 
Chairman - Gladys Barker 

GEM COMMUNITY 
Meetings are held every 3rd 

Thursday of every other month at 

7:30 p.m. in City Hall. Next meeting 

will be May 28th, 7:30 p.m. 

We have several goals we 
would like to accomplish this year. 

1. Design & publish a Welcome To 
Inkom brochure. 

2. Revitalization 	of 	the 	City's 
downtown area. 
These are a few of the goals we 

would like to see accomplished. Any 

ideas that you may have to design or 

put the brochure together please 

come and share your ideas. 

If you would like to be involved in 

our Gem Community and be a part of 
these goals please call Gladys Barker 
at 775-3534 or City Hall at 775-3372. 

Chairman - Gladys Barker 



Sunday March 13, 2011, daylight 
savings time officially begins. 

This means 

SPRING 	you will set 
AHEAD 	your clocks 

forward one 

hour before you go to bed on 
Saturday night. Two a.m. is the 
exact hour that the time will 

change. 

Land Use Board 
ffswo 

Building Permits 
approved: 

April 2010 
LDS Church - 150 Snow Peak Blvd. 

Skyline Ward LDS Church 

June 2010 
Tracy & Katie Marshall - 214 W. 

Putnam Mtn. Loop 
New Home 

August 2010 
Mark Sorensen - 377 Stephen St. 

Carport 
October 2010 

Phillip & Debra Nickel - 1590 

Helmandollar Drive 

New Home 
November 2010 

Paul Sorensen - 176 E. Roosevelt 

Covered shelter over front steps 

Steve Taylor - 229 E. Roosevelt 
Remodel 

The Land Use Board is 

working on the ongoing project of 
updating the City of Inkom's 

Comprehensive plan along with zoning 

for the City and all the impact areas. 

A lot of hard work and planning has 

gone into this project by the Land Use 

Board. 

COMMUNITY NEWS 

4TH OF JULY 
Before you know 

it, Independence Day will 

be upon us. The City is 

seeking volunteers for 

our annual celebration. 

Shane Ward has volunteered his time 
to head the Inkom 4th  of July 
festivities this year. Shane would like 
your help planning and your ideas would 
be greatly appreciated. Shane asked 

if you would like to be a sponsor please 
contact him at the number below. If 
you are interested in volunteering 
please contact Shane Ward - 232-

0837. 

If you would like to help with the 

parade planning please contact 

Dee Dee Stephenson - 775-3783. 

If you should have any question 

call City Hall at 775-3372. 	Don't 

delay we want to have another 

great celebration. 

Rmovi for Your 

for your D0111011 
PAVILLION RENTAL 

All day rental 

9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 
City Residents - $15.90 
Non-Residents - $31.80 

Plus a $20.00 refundable cleaning 

deposit to be paid at the time keys 

are picked up. 
This will be refunded if left clean 

and no damage. 

Reservations can be made at 
Inkom City Hall - 365 Rapid 

Creek Road or you can call 775- 
3372 to check on availability. 

The initial fee must be made at 

the time reservations are made. 

Watch for flyers that 
will be posted in the 

near future for the 

Inkom 
Community 
Easter Egg Hunt 

Crazy Pancreas 5k 
The first annual 
Crazy Pancreas 5k ft will be held on 
Saturday, June 4, 

2011 at Stuart Park in Inkom. There 
will be a 5k run, 1 mile walk & 1/2 
mile kid race. Come for the race and 
stay for the activities, information 
on Type I Diabetes, food and fun. 
Participants will also be entered into 
a prize drawing after the race and 
award ceremony. All proceeds from 
the race will go to the Juvenile 
Diabetes Research Foundation to 
aid in researching a cure for Type I 
Diabetes. Registration will begin in 
March or April so watch for flyers 
around town to know how and 
where to register! 

For more information about this 
event and for a course map go to: 
www. Idaho crazy pancreas 5k. Blogspot.com  

4414144444- 

Unclaimed 

The Association of Idaho Cities 

has notified us that you can access 
the following website to see if you 

have any unclaimed property at the 
State. 

I have visited the website and 
it is user friendly. You can either 

search your name or the town. 
The website is: 

www.accessidaho.org/apps/tax/ucpsearch/  
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With February being heart health 
month I found this article and found it to 
be very interesting and thought I would 
pass it along. Stacy Colino, Prevention 
Magazine, wrote the article 

12 Foods That Lower 
Cholester of Naturally 

Eat your way to a healthy 
heart with these delicious 

superfoods 
Food Remedies That Work 
Snack on nuts. Drizzle a little olive oil 
on your salad. Dine on salmon. Nibble 
some chocolate—guilt free! 
These, and more, eating strategies can 
help lower "bad guy" LDL cholesterol, 
maintain "good guy" HDL cholesterol, 
and help you reduce your risk of heart 
attack and stroke. 

1. Oats 
f you're looking to lower 

your cholesterol, the key may 
be simply changing your 

morning meal. Switching up your 
breakfast to contain two servings of oats 
can lower LDL cholesterol by 5.3% in 
only 6 weeks. The key to this cholesterol 
buster is beta-glucan, a substance in oats 
that absorbs LDL, which your body then 
excretes. 

2. Red Wine 
Scientists are giving us yet 
another reason to drink to 
our health. It turns out that high-fiber 
Tempranillo red grapes, used to make 
red wine like Rioja, may actually have a 
significant effect on cholesterol levels. A 
study conducted by the department of 
metabolism and nutrition at Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid in Spain found 
that when individuals consumed the 
same grape supplement found in red 
wine, their LDL levels decreased by 9%. 
In addition, those who had high 
cholesterol going into the study saw a 
12% drop in LDL. 

3. Salmon & Fatty Fish 
Omega-3 fats are one of the 
natural health wonders of 
the world and have been 
shown to ward off heart disease, 
dementia, and many other diseases. Now 
these fatty acids can add yet another 
health benefit to their repertoire: 
lowering cholesterol. According to  

research from Loma Linda University, 
replacing saturated fats with omega-3s 
like those found in salmon, sardines, and 
herring can raise good cholesterol as 
much as 4%. 

4. Nuts 
If you're looking to lower cholesterol 
levels, research shows that you should 
get cracking! In a study published by the 
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 
people who noshed on 1.5 ounces of 
whole walnuts 6 days a week for 1 
month lowered their total cholesterol by 
5.4% and LDL cholesterol by 9.3%. 
Almonds and cashews are other good 

options. However, while 
nuts are heart healthy, 
they're also high in calories, 
so practice portion control-

1.5 ounces is about a shot glass and a 
half. Use a shot glass to measure out 
your portion so you can see exactly how 
it looks. 

5. Beans 
Beans, beans—they really 
are good for your heart. 
Researchers at Arizona 
State University 
Polytechnic found that adding 1/2 cup of 
beans to soup lowers total cholesterol, 
including LDL, by up to 8%. The key to 
this heart-healthy food is its abundance 
of fiber, which has been shown to slow 
the rate and amount of absorption of 
cholesterol in certain foods. Try black, 
kidney, or pinto beans; each supplies 
about one-third of your day's fiber 
needs. 

6. Tea 
While tea has become well 
known for its cancer-fighting 
antioxidants, it is also a great 
defense against LDL 
cholesterol levels. According 

to research conducted with the USDA, 
black tea has been shown to reduce 
blood lipids by up to 10% in only 3 
weeks. These fmdings were concluded 
in a larger study of how tea may also 
help reduce the risk of coronary heart 
disease. 

7. Chocolate 
Ah, the sweet side of a 
heart-healthy diet: This 
powerful antioxidant helps 
build HDL cholesterol 
levels. In a 2007 study published in 
AJCN, participants who were given 
cocoa powder had a 24% increase in 

HDL levels over 12 weeks, compared 
with a 5% increase in the control group. 
Remember to choose the dark or 
bittersweet kind. Compared to milk 
chocolate, it has more than 3 times as 
many antioxidants, which prevent blood 
platelets from sticking together and may 
even keep arteries unclogged. 

8. Margarine 
Love butter but hate the 
unhealthy fat that comes with 
it? Switch to a margarine with 
plant sterols, such as Promise 

activ or Benecol, to help lower 
cholesterol. Plant sterols are compounds 
that reduce cholesterol absorption. In 
April 2008, AJCN published a study that 
found that women who had a higher 
plant sterol–based diet were able to 
lower total cholesterol by 3.5%. 

9. Spinach 
This popular green 
contains lots of lutein, the 
sunshine-yellow pigment 
found in dark green leafy 
vegetables and egg yolks. 
Lutein already has a "golden" reputation 
for guarding against age-related macular 
degeneration, a leading cause of 
blindness. Now research suggests that 
just 1/2 cup of a lutein-rich food daily 
also guards against heart attacks by 
helping artery walls "shrug off' 
cholesterol invaders that cause clogging. 
Look for bags of baby spinach leaves 
that you can use for salads or pop in the 
microwave for a quick side dish. 

10. Avocado 
Avocados are a great source 
of heart-healthy 
monounsaturated fat, a type of 
fat that may actually help 
raise HDL cholesterol while 

lowering LDL. And, more than any 
other fruit, this delectable food packs 
cholesterol-smashing beta-sitosterol, a 
beneficial plant-based fat that reduces 
the amount of cholesterol absorbed from 
food. Since avocados are a bit high in 
calories and fat (300 calories and 30 g 
fat per avocado), use them in 
moderation. 

11. Garlic 
Aside from adding zing to 
almost any dish, garlic has 
been found to lower 
cholesterol, prevent blood 
clots, reduce blood pressure, and protect 
against infections. Now research finds 



that it helps stop artery-clogging plaque 
at its earliest stage by keeping 
cholesterol particles from sticking to 
artery walls. Try for two to four fresh 
cloves a day. 

12. Olive Oil 
Good news: This common 
cooking ingredient can 
help your health. Olive oil 	is 
full of heart-healthy monounsaturated 
fatty acids (MUFAs), which lower LDL 
cholesterol—and have the welcome side 
effect of trimming belly fat! Use it to 
make your own salad dressings, 
marinate chicken and fish, or roast 
vegetables. 

Secure Password Selection • The importance of picking a 
good, secure password can't be 
emphasized enough. Your 

password is the way the computer 
verifies that someone logging in is really .  
you, so pick something that cannot be 
guessed by others. The top reasons 
people gain unauthorized accesses to a 
password protected system is: They 
guessed someone's password. (often 
because they found it on a piece of paper 
next to the victim's computer or because 
they saw the person type the password 
in, but also because they use software 
programs that are VERY good at 
guessing common passwords.) 
What Happens To People Who 
Choose Weak Passwords 
If someone else obtains your passwords, 
they may start to use your account to see 
your private data, including email, your 
bank accounts, your phone messages; 
they could start to alter or destroy your 
files or they could take over your 
computer; and they might even perform 
illegal activities in your name -- in such 
cases, it is difficult to find out who the 
culprit is and you might get under 
suspicion. 
The Basics 
The following guidelines will guard 
against someone fmding out your 
password and using your account 
illegally: 

1. Make your password as long as 
possible. The longer it is, the 
more difficult it will be to 
attack the password with a 
brute-force search. Always use 
at least 6 characters in your 

password, at least two of which 
are numeric. 

2. Use as many different 
characters as possible when 
forming your password. Use 
numbers, punctuation 
characters and, when possible, 
mixed upper and lower-case 
letters. Choosing characters 
from the largest possible 
alphabet will make your 
password more secure. 

3. Do not use personal 
information in your password 
that someone else is likely to be 
able to figure out. Obviously, 
things like your name, phone 
number, and address are to be 
avoided. Even names of 
acquaintances and the like 
should not be used. 

4. Do not use words, geographical 
names, or biographical names 
that are listed in standard 
dictionaries. 

5. Never use a password that is 
the same as your account 
number. 

6. Do not use passwords that are 
easy to spot while you're 
typing them in. Passwords like 
12345, qwerty (i.e., all keys 
right next to each other), or 
nnnnnn should be avoided. 

Try This If You're Having Difficulty 
Selecting a Good Password 
If you are having difficulty picking a 
good password, one good method is to 
use the first letter of each word in a 
phrase you can easily remember. For 
example, "Alta is my kind of place" 
would be Aimkop. Another method is to 
intentionally use misspelled words, or 
words with a number or punctuation 
mark suffixed. Examples include: 
braekfast, kite276, and weather. (the 
period at the end is part of the 
password). Also, many hackers use 
numbers or punctuation instead of letters 
to do a basic encrypt of text, as in: h3llo 
is hello or he!!o is also hello. Don't copy 
any of these examples, but you get the 
drift! The more creative you are the 
better. 
Here are some guidelines about what 
secure passwords should not include': 

• Your name 
• Your spouse's name 
• Your parent's name 
• Your pet's name 
• Your child's name 
• Names of close friends  

• Names of your favorite fantasy 
characters 

• Your boss's name 
• Anybody's name 
• The name of the operating 

system you're using 
• The hostname of your computer 
• Your phone number 
• Your license plate number 
• Any part of your social security 

number 
• Anybody's birth date 
• Other information that is easily 

obtained about you 
• Words such as wizard, guru, 

gandalf, and so on. 
• Any username on the computer 

in any form (as is, capitalized, 
etc.) 

• A word in the English 
dictionary 

• A word in a foreign dictionary 
• A place 
• A proper noun 
• Passwords of all the same letter 
• Simple patterns on the 

keyboard, like qwerty 
• Any of the above spelled 

backwards 
• Any of the above followed or 

pretended by a single digit 
Good passwords: 

• Have both upper and lower 
case letters 

• Have digits and/or punctuation 
characters as well as letters 

• Are easy to remember, so they 
do not have to be written down 

• Are seven or eight characters 
long 

• Can be typed quickly, so 
someone else cannot look over 
your shoulder 

Advanced Password Strategies 
Changing passwords -- some people say 
that changing your password every 30 
days is a good rule-of-thumb, and you 
should never go longer than 90 days 
before picking a new password. Other's 
disagree3 . The longer you wait before 
changing passwords, the more difficult it 
will be to get used to the new one. 
Whatever you do, do not reuse any 
previous password you have used and do 
not write a password on a sticky piece of 
paper and put it near your computer. key 
(I set mine to change every year) in 
addition to changing your password. 
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The U.S. Fire Department Profile Through 2009 

There are 1,148,100 firefighters in the United States 

• 29% (335,950) are career firefighters. 
• 71% (812,150) are volunteer firefighters. 

• Firefighters in smaller communities are more likely to be volunteers. 
• Departments protecting larger communities tend to have a higher proportion of 

firefighters in the age groups 30-39 and 40-49 than smaller communities. 
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30,165 fire departments protected 
the United States in 2009 

• All career 	2,457 

• Mostly career 	1,752 

• Mostly volunteer 	5,099 
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147e rvanted to personally thank you 

for the generous contribution to help make 

this year's drive so successful. 

il7e sent out 96 packages to our 

,Military personnel. 

Thanks you so very much! 
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Clothing Color & Safety 
How safe are you at night? 

Does the color of your clothing make a dif-
ference? 

Studies have shown that pedestrians 
walking at night along a road in dark cloth-
ing aren't seen until the driver is 55 feet 
away or less. This gives the driver less than 
one second to react! A driver traveling at 
60 MPH needs over 260 feet to stop. Do 
the math and you'll see your odds aren't 
very good. 

A driver has a slightly better chance of 
seeing a pedestrian wearing lighter clothing, 
but even white isn't seen until the driver is 
180 feet away. The best option is wearing 
clothing with reflectors. The person wear-
ing reflectors is first seen from 500 feet 
away, giving the driver enough time to react 
and stop if necessary. 

The graphic to the right lists the follow-
ing distances for personal nighttime visibil-
ity. 

Reference: Technotes / Summer, 1998 

MISCELLANEOUS NUMBERS 

All Emergencies - 911 

Inkom Police Dept. -775-4423 

City Hall - 775-3372 

Bannock Co Sheriff - 236-7114 
Idaho State Police - 232-1426 

Port of Entry - 775-3322 
Fire Dispatch County - 236-7111 

BLM - 529-1020 
Idaho Power Emergency 236-7792 

Pebble Creek Ski Area - 775-4452 
Pocatello Valley Fire 236-7114 

Poison Control Ctr 1-800-632-8000 

PMC - 239-1000 
MV District - 254-3306 
Inkom 5chooI775-3361 
MVHS - 254-3711 
MVMS - 254-3260 
Inkom Post Office - 775-3587 

News/Information Corner 
If you have any 

information you would like in the 

City's upcoming newsletter, please 

contact Marilyn, Lois or Michelle 

at City Hall (775-3372) or mail 
items to P.O. Box 60, Inkom, ID. 

83245 or you may e-mail to 
inkomcityoffices2@cableone.net  

The next newsletter will be 

coming out in June. Please have 

your information to us no later 

than June 10th. 
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